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closely allied but independent nonprofit
organizations dedicated to the restoration

The
Wíldlands

and protection of wilderness and biodiversity.

We share a vision of an ecologically healthy

North America-with adequate habitat for al
native species, containing vibrant natural and

humancommuiities.
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The Wildlands Project, I thought it must be beyond that limit, an admirable whimsy
of noble souls. But as quickly as I gave the idea serious thought, I was converted.
With imagination and will, I firmy believe, it can be done.
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The Wildlands Project is one
of America. It can be considered as the final of the three stages of biodiversity con-
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servation. The first stage is the creation of reserves, the marking off and protection
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here and there of some of the remaining shreds of the prehuman wild. Reserves are
the essèntial core of biodiversity conservation, of course, but establishing them is only
a rearguard action. As John Terborgh has chilingly documented in his 1999 book
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Requiemfor Nature (Island Press), most "protected natual areas" are open to intrsion and shrinkage-specialy so

in the developing world. Even when well protect-
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the higher the extinction rate. So the
logical second stage is restoration, the enlargement of reserves aleady in place, by
peripheral growt and the remediation of developed land to create new reserves.
inevitably go extinct. The smaler the reserve,

The final stage is the restoration of wilderness' by the estalishment of large cor-

ridors, as envisioned by The Wildlands Project. Such a large step upward can be
accomplished only through a combination of science and the political process. Its
workable plan is the agenda of the conservation movement wrt large, wherein geographical information on biodiversity is superimposed on maps of topography, hydrology, human settlement, agculture, industry, and transportation routes, then used by

appeal to regional self-interest to argue for wildland corrdors.
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networks-across the continent.

Wildland projects are not a utopian vision. They have been viewed as practica-
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ble by ecologists from Alaska to Panama and aleady made government policy in
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Surname. For these countres and for the rest of the world, now is the time to create
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systems of reserves, because the windows of opportunity are closing fast. Humanity
has entered a shrnKing bottleneck caused by overpopulation and the decline of per
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capita productive land. In the past 60 year the world population has grown from

two billion to six bilion, and it is projected to approach eight billion by 2020. Most

experts agree that with the help of the industrialzed countres eight billion people
can theoretically be fed, housed, and clothed at a minimal standard of decency, but
the strain on the environment will be intense.
The outlook is generally grm because the aftershock of economic development
wil be worse than the population explosion that preceded it. Most of the worst
shortages wil be in productive land and fresh water. The amount of productive land
used by the average US citizen today-for food, water, fuel, habitation, clothing,
transportation, and waste-management-is 12 acres. A large portion of this land is

appropriated from other countries. This necessar dispersion is fundamentaly the

reason why the United States, wealthiest of nations, is so enmeshed in the economics and polity of the rest of the world. In contrast, the amount of productive land
used by each person in the developing countres taken together is one acre. For the
entire world population to enjoy US consumption with existing technology, the present-day human population would have to spread itself over two more planet Earhs.

That is not going to happen, and the consequences of tring to find its equivalent
on the planet we do have will be dire. The poor people of the world are strving strenuously to improve their lot. They cannot be blamed for following the lead of the rich-

er nations. As a result they are wrnging from Earh all of the material and energy they
can reach. They are everyhere convertng the last remnants of the natural environ-

ment in their final race to the limit of population growth and economic development.
Such in essence is the crisis of biodiversity: without a vision of the sanctity of

life, the fauna and flora of Earh are being sacrificed to meet the needs of its single
most overextended species.
I think it obviously true that for humanity and the rest of life to travel safely
through the bottleneck requires a revolution in moral reasoning, which in turn must

entail a shift in the goals of science and technology. The vision offered by The

Wildlands Project is an importt 'par of that revolution. Humanity will be ilthe remaining
bastions of biodiversity. It is possible to reverse the trend if wise choices in techserved-forever!-by the careless and unnecessar destrction of

nological and economic development are made that include salvagng and in time
restoring the natural world.

The return of Nature in swaths of wildland across the continents is moraly
compelling for what it provides future generations. It is ultimately the best way to
protect native faunas and floras, and to add both physical and biological stability to

the global environment. For the farighted and courageous, its undertaking will be
an epic adventure. For all the rest, its achievement will increase our securty and

restore some of the lost prehuman magc of the world so vital to the human spirt. ((
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